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Pennington Junior School Physical Education Vision:
At Pennington Junior School we pride ourselves on a
broad and varied PE curriculum.
Our curriculum offers all our pupils opportunities to build on their physical health and
well-being and on their personal and social skills.

As part of our whole school

curriculum we challenge the children to transfer these skills in new and unknown
situations.
We teach our PE lessons through the REAL PE scheme. This provides quality,
personalised opportunities to each pupil and challenges them as an individual and as part
of a team. At PJS we want our children to experience the enjoyment of being healthy
and taking exercise as well as striving to reach their potential, being the best that they
can be. Through this approach we aim to ensure our provision is challenging for all
learners and that they begin to take responsibility for their physical and cognitive
development.
As part of the 2 hours of physical education our pupils receive per week they have the
opportunity to learn, play and enjoy a wide range of invasion games, striking and fielding
games, gymnastics, dance. Some lessons are taught by the ‘MYcoaching’ coaches and
some by their class teacher. Our children are also provided with a term of swimming
lessons every year. We believe all of these opportunities are vital for the development
of teamwork, sportsmanship and creativity within each and every child.
While ensuring our children have the best provision for physical education we can
provide, at PJS we also offer high quality continuous professional development for our
teachers. We do this through the REAL PE scheme which aims to ensure every teacher
is trained and is updated on any changes or developments of the scheme each term.
Pennington Junior School aims to deliver the following outcomes through the ‘Sport
Premium’ funding:
-

Increased opportunities for outdoor adventurous activity and challenges for all
children within the school day.

-

Improved quality of teaching and learning through the REAL PE scheme ensuring
confidence and competence of all our staff teach and assess physical education.

-

Increased opportunities for competitive sport both within school, during PE
lessons, and outside of school. Through the New Forest School Sports
Partnership (NFSSP), regular attendance at sports festivals, leagues,
competitions and tournaments across the New Forest.

-

Improved quality and breadth of sport equipment. Replacement of equipment to
ensure it is of the highest quality for our learners.

-

Paying for/subsidising the cost of swimming for all children to have the
opportunity to learn to swim and improve their ability on a yearly basis.

-

Extra - curricular clubs which are subsidised or free for all children to join,
encouraging pupils to participate and develop skills in a wider range of sports.

Pennington Junior School is committed to providing a high quality Physical Education
Curriculum promoting health, active lifestyles as well as the opportunity for
competitive sport.
We are fortunate to have been guaranteed additional funding to establish provision and
continuously improve the learning experience and sustainable active lifestyles of our
pupils.
2015-16 we used the funding in our school in the following ways:
Government Sport Premium Funding 2015-16:
£8816.00
Last year we:
Impact:
Provided a climbing
wall for a day.
Cost: £595

All children took part in an
outdoor adventurous activity
challenge. They developed
perseverance and courage to
conquer individual fears as well
as being physically and mentally
challenged.

Spare plimsolls for PE
Cost: £22.50

Enabling all children to take part
in PE lessons using appropriate
PE kit.

New Forest Schools
Sports Partnership
Cost: £2970

‘’The vision for all pupils by the
time they leave primary school is
to be physically literate with the
knowledge, skills and

Sustainability and growth
This year we intend to:
Introduce more
adventurous challenging
activities.
Hold a school team building
day with a focus on
children challenging
themselves and developing
social, communication skills
to improve teamwork.
N/A

We have signed up to the
NFSSP again this year. We
will work towards the gold
‘Sports Games’ mark
through competing and

understanding to equip them for
a healthy lifestyle and lifelong
participation in physical activity
and sport.” NFSSP
Children from PJS were able to
take part in:

September
Yr5 football festival

Tag rugby competition
October
Yr 5/6 Table tennis tournament
Yr 5/6 cross country competition
November
Yr 3/4 football tournament
Yr 3/4 quicksticks hockey
festival
Yr 5/6 girls 3g football
tournament
Yr 5/6 sports hall athletics
competition
December:
Yr 4 Football festival
Badminton festival
January:
Yr 5/6 cross country
February:
Yr 5/6 hockey
March:
High 5 netball festival
Yr 4/5/6 cross country
April:
Yr 5/6 sports hall athletics
Girls football
Funding was used to transport
the children. Following each
event every child read their
report out in Celebration
Assembly. This informed,
excited and inspired the rest of
the school on the sporting events
they could take part in during
the school year.

attending as many events
as possible.

Through participation in each of
these events, sometimes with
more than one team, as well as
providing a broad and fulfilling
and curriculum, PJS was awarded
the Gold School Games Mark,
entitling us to a set of free
school PE/team Kit as well as the
award itself.
PE equipment and
adventure playground
audit
Cost: £43.24

Footballs and Fun
rings purchased
Cost: £189.36

6 ½ days supply
(approx. £220 per
day)
Cost: £1430
Training
Cost: £1000

Swimming
Cost: £610

In monitoring and inspecting our
equipment and adventure
playground, we were able to
ensure that the children have a
safe and secure playing
environment and they have
equipment of the highest quality
available.
Our pupils were able to compete
and learn using the highest
quality equipment.

We will continue to monitor
our equipment so that our
children are kept safe
during playtimes and in PE
lessons.

Ongoing audits of the
equipment we have. From
this we will be able to
purchase and renew any
equipment that may be in
need of replacing. We will
also look at improvements
to the curriculum, including
outdoor adventurous
activities, and purchase
resources to support the
broad curriculum.
Supply cover enabled 3 members We are sending more staff
of staff to attend the REAL PE
on the training this year
training to improve their
ensuring sustained high
confidence and competence to
quality PE teaching. This
teach PE through this scheme.
training is updated every
Training worked through the
year so we are able to
scheme giving teachers ideas and ensure that recent changes
tools to use within the classroom. are fed back to staff,
Using this expertise teachers
keeping them up to date
are able to better follow our PE
with recommendations and
vision and improve the social,
improvements in the REAL
physical and cognitive skills of
PE scheme of work.
our pupils.
This is an extremely important
All children will continue to
part of school life at PJS and is
access swimming lessons

a hugely valued part of the
curriculum. All our children have
the opportunity to learn to swim
no matter what their financial
background. As a matter of
safety, due to the area we live in
and the children’s exposure to
the sea, we feel that swimming
and water safety is a vital part
of our school curriculum.

building upon their ability
to use a range of strokes as
well as improving their
safety in the water.

